Yearbook Info For 2020 Senior Portraits

Please submit a senior portrait to be included in the 2020 yearbook. While the deadline is in two months, submitting the images sooner is much appreciated!! 😊

Yearbook staff is available to take portraits if financially needed. You do not have a portrait taken at school – Fri Sept 13th is your Student ID photo, which is a different pose, background, and lower resolution than a portrait. Using this image for your senior picture is not recommended, though we will use it if it is available. If you do not submit a portrait and miss the Student ID or retake days, you will be mentioned in the senior section by name.

We do not recommend photographers but here is list of some of the local photographers who have done portraits in the past:

- Pierre Chiha (978) 369-9949
- Nancy Roberts (978) 505-0513
- Sheridan Kahmann (617) 699-1715
- Richard Pasley (617) 571-7829
- Carolynne Bailey (978) 369-0046
- Brenda Dupont (978) 369-5930
- Kathryn Purinton (978) 844-2506
- Isabel Andrea ‘14 (781) 775-2929

There are also plenty of others in the area, so feel free to use anyone of your choice or take the portrait yourself.

If there is a financial difficulty for portraits or yearbook purchases, please contact Ms. Wozniak. We can assist.

Guidelines For Senior Portraits – Due Friday November 1

• Photos should be from the waist up and fully clothed – be tasteful and appropriate
• Dress should be “nice” casual or better and should not depict drugs, alcohol, nudity, weapons, or include obscene, abusive, or profane language or gestures.
• No props! (This includes animals--real or stuffed--hats, instruments, cars, etc.) If you absolutely, positively need to have a prop, please contact the Yearbook Office.
• Any background is fine so long as it does not take away from the person in the portrait, show an inappropriate environment, or distract from other portraits on the page.
• If you choose to take your portrait yourself, please vertically orient it with a minimum resolution of 300dpi (about 600kb) – larger size/resolution is fine – we can reduce!

The decision to publish portraits is at the discretion of the Yearbook editors – please be appropriate.

Submission Instructions
Due Friday November 1, 2019

• Please email us your portrait with full name at seniorportraitscchs@gmail.com